Welcome to OpAmp Information Management LLC (OpAmp)
OpAmp is “second to none” in Information Management (IM) and system implementation services. With our business and
technologies background we bring an engineering approach to information management.
Today, organizations face increasing challenges from





Business Acquisitions and a constant need for business to “reinvent itself”, which drives a need for
improvement and internal changes
Increased customer and regulatory requirements along with complex commercial agreements that create
greater information volumes
Organizations are ‘siloed’, strictly focused on “their own work”, resulting in fragmentation of both procedures
and priorities
Technology challenges from outdated systems to modern systems resulting in a break down on all fronts

Continuing to do things “as they’ve always been done” would make it impossible to achieve an organizations goals, or to
address today’s challenges. Also having the best application on the market does not equate to having a complete
information management solution. Having the right people ensures success.
You need people who understand. OpAmp provides proven processes, deep understanding of business needs, including
today’s standards and knowledge of current systems along with the insight of future trends.
Don’t go it alone, use OpAmp to bring value, whether it is a sanity check for your current strategies and plans, or whether
you need the horsepower to move forward. OpAmp provides expertise in your business with effective processes and
technology to ensure the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of information. The following are some examples of OpAmp
services:

Capital Projects
For projects where we can influence the Information Management (IM) contractual requirements, our track record for
improving the state of information is next to none, enabling projects to meet schedule milestones. OpAmp also has an
impressive track record for rescuing projects in execution that are already experiencing gaps and issues with their
information set. Examples of some of our IM services include: Defining IM strategies, plans and procedures Assessing,
measuring completeness and resolving issues related to Contractor and Vendor Documents, Equipment Data and tagging
challenges Proactively assuring the design Ensuring compliance Acquiring, verifying and providing information to
commissioning Handover management and loading Operational systems and signoff to Operations and Business Entities.

Enterprise, Operations, Facility, Plant (Greenfield and Brownfield)
Having the right system does not equate to having a complete information management solution. OpAmp’s execution
experience and knowledge of plant lifecycle enables successful system selection and implementation for Engineering and
Operational toolsets. To enable an organization to take advantage of current technologies and to support the full use of their
software choices, OpAmp can help organizations with  authoring IM strategies, plans and procedures Assessment of
existing systems and needs, System recommendation, System implementation, System integration, Information
cleansing and migration into new systems User training.

Manufacturers/Suppliers
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OpAmp can assist either the owner-operator or the manufacturer to complete information deliverables that were at
risk of delaying FAT or customer’s schedule. We streamline the process of obtaining, cleaning, and assembling
manufacturing records while applying our deep understanding of the owner-operator and third-party requirements. We
clear backlogs and assist in a variety of information related areas such as Repairing the overall flow of the information
Establishing tracking tools for measuring progress of manufacturing record books throughout fabrication Functioning
as liaison between manufacturer, owner, and third party transitioning to a completely digital environment.

Software Companies
OpAmp is often tasked with assisting clients in making operational and engineering toolset decisions. To support our
clients with successful deployment, we have partnered with leading software companies. We do stress that our company is
software neutral and we do not profit from any sales related to software sold. Our strategy in this portion of our business is
to have a full understanding of competing systems normally seen in execution, construction, and operations.
OpAmp provides a variety of information-related professional services such as Software deployment Software
configuration Integration of systems Testing User training Rescue efforts when the deployed product is not
achieving the customer’s expectations Testing of new features and upgrades Feedback to developers on issues and
improvements.
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